In the fascinating volcanic mountain slopes of Quito, the first UNESCO World Heritage site, the IEEE CASS flagship conference brings together acknowledged researchers, engineers, students, and practitioners from all around the world.

Technical novelties and tutorial overviews are most welcomed on the following circuits and systems topics, however not limited to:

- Analog and Digital Circuits
- Mixed-Mode Circuits
- Biomedical Electronics
- Communication/RF Circuits
- Wireless Sensor Networks
- Nanoelectronics
- Electronic Design Automation
- VLSI Systems and Applications
- FPGA Design and Applications
- Circuit Testing
- Fault Tolerant Circuits
- Circuits and Systems for Space and Nuclear Applications

Special Session Proposal: September 4, 2022 - September 18, 2022
Paper Submission: September 4, 2022 - September 25, 2022
Tutorial Submission: September 4, 2022 - September 18, 2022
Notification of Acceptance: October 31, 2022, November 18, 2022
Camera Ready: November 11, November 28, 2022

Accepted paper will be submitted for inclusion into IEEE Xplore. Best papers will be invited to the special issue/section of the IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems I (TCAS-I) and IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems II (TCAS-II).

General Chairs:
Lionel Trojman, ISEP, France
Luis-Miguel Procel, Universidad San Francisco de Quito, Ecuador

Program Chairs:
Alexander Fish, Bar-Ilan University, Israel
Alexandra Zimpeck, Universidade Católica de Pelotas, Brazil

Special Sessions Chairs:
Andreas Burg, EPFL, Switzerland
Ramiro Taco, Universidad San Francisco de Quito, Ecuador

Social Activities:
Besides the technical program, a very entertaining social program is planned. Special optional tours to tourist attractions, as Galapagos Islands, will be available to the Symposium attendees and their guests